
Written Qualifying ExamTheory of ComputingSpring 2001Friday, May 18, 2001
This is a four hour examination. All questions arry thesame weight. Answer all of the following six questions.� Please hek to see that your name and address areorret as printed on your blue-ard.� Please print your name on eah exam booklet. Answereah question in a separate booklet, and number eahbooklet aording to the question.Read the questions arefully. Keep your answers legible,and brief but preise. Assume standard results, exeptwhere asked to prove them.
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Problem. 1 New booklet please. [10 points℄(a) (5 points) Let L1 and L2 be two languages. The shu�eof L1 and L2 is the language L1#L2 = fw1 : : : wk j k �0 and eah string wi belongs to L1 or L2g. Show that regular lan-guages are losed under the shu�e operation. Moreover, given NFA'sfor L1 and L2, onstrut an NFA for L1#L2.(b) (5 points) Let the alphabet � = fA; T; C;Gg. De�ne the omple-mentation operation on letters of � by AC = T , TC = A, CC = G,and GC = C. Given � = x1 : : : xk, we let �C = xC1 : : : xCk , while�R = xk : : : x1. Then we let the language of reverse palindromesRPAL(�) over fA; T; C;Gg to beRPAL(fA; T; C;Gg) = f� 2 fA; T; C;Gg� j �R = �Cg:Show that the language RPAL(�) is ontext-free but not regular.Problem. 2 New booklet please. [10 points℄Given a system of polynomial equations in many variables over integers,Hilbert's 10th problem asks if the system has an integer solution. It was aelebrated result that Hilbert's 10th problem is undeidable. Show a sim-pler result, namely that the problem is NP-hard. Moreover, show that NP-hardness holds even if all equations have degree at most 6 (if you annotenfore degree at most 6, get partial redit for general NP-hardness). Is thisproblem NP-omplete? Does your redution show the NP-hardness of poly-nomial equations over over the spae of real and/or omplex numbers insteadof integers?Problem. 3 New booklet please. [10 points℄ Show that it is undeid-able if a Turing Mahine with alphabet f0, 1, Bg ever prints three onseutive1's on its tape.Please turn over.
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Problem. 4 New booklet please. [10 points℄Let T be a binary tree. For eah node v in T , let h(v) be the length ofthe longest downward path from v to a leaf, and let d(v) be the length of theshortest downward path from v to a leaf. (Thus at a leaf v, d(v) = h(v) = 0.)De�ne a whole binary tree to be one in whih every internal node has twohildren, and in addition, h(v) � 2 � d(v) for all nodes v.Let T (`) be the smallest possible number of nodes in a whole binary treewith h(root) = `. Determine T (`) exatly.Hint: The form of the answer may depend on the parity of `, i.e. whether` = even or odd.Problem. 5 New booklet please. [10 points℄The input is a sequene of n elements x1, x2, : : :, xn that we an readsequentially . We want to use a memory that an only store O(k) (e.g., � 4k)elements at a time. Give a high level desription of an algorithm that �ndsthe kth smallest element in O(n) time.Hint: Use the linear-time median algorithm.Problem. 6 New booklet please. [10 points℄De�ne a ommon subsequene (not neessarily ontiguous) of two stringsV = v1 � � � vn and W = w1 � � �wm as a pair of sequene of indies:1 � i1 < � � � < ik � n and 1 � j1 < � � � < jk � m;suh that 81�t�kvit = wjt:Let s(V;W ) = k be the length of a longest ommon subsequene (LCS)of V and W . For example, the LCS of two strings V = ATCTGAT andW = TGCATA is TCTA and s(V;W ) = 4. Devise an eÆient algorithm toompute s(V;W ).
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